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A B S T R A C T

Thin films of the CrMnFeCoNi high entropy alloy were deposited by magnetron sputtering from a sintered
equimolar target. The substrate temperature and bias were varied during deposition, and the structure, mor-
phology and elemental distribution were studied in detail. All films formed phase mixtures of multiple crystal
structures. This contrasts with studies on the bulk alloy, where it typically forms a single phase with a simple
cubic closed packed (ccp) structure, with other phases precipitating only after long annealing times. For higher
substrate temperatures, we observed a mixture of phases with ccp and bcc (body centered cubic) structures, and
the intermetallic phases σ-phase and L10, the first three being the predicted equilibrium phases at the deposition
temperature. For room temperature depositions, we found evidence of very limited diffusion of metal atoms
during the deposition. These films formed a mixture of a ccp and the intermetallic χ-phase. Two mechanisms can
be distinguished that govern the phase formation at lower and higher temperatures. From the present results and
comparisons with the literature, we also discuss why the small grain size, the low process temperature, and the
fast surface diffusion during synthesis causes magnetron sputtering to yield different results compared to bulk
synthesis from the melt. These principles explain why it is easier to form the equilibrium phases by sputtering,
and why a single ccp phase should not be expected as a rule for this deposition method. Following the ther-
modynamic principles of high entropy alloys, this may also be the case in other high entropy alloy systems.

1. Introduction

High entropy alloys (HEAs), also called multicomponent alloys,
were introduced as a new concept for materials design in 2004 by
Cantor et al. [1] and Yeh et al. [2]. Yeh defined a HEA as a solid so-
lution of at least five metallic elements at close to equal atomic con-
centrations and found that these alloys often crystallize into a single
phase with simple crystal structures, such as a cubic close packed (ccp)
or body centered cubic (bcc) structure. This was unexpected for mate-
rials with such a high number of elements, which typically segregate
into multiple phases and form intermetallics. The field quickly ex-
panded to explore the new, and previously uncharted, alloy composi-
tions. The proposed hypothesis behind the single-phase formation, the
principle behind the design route, is that the configurational entropy of
the solid solution is maximized at equimolar concentrations. This leads
to a single phase being thermodynamically favored above the inter-
metallic phases, even though the intermetallics can have a lower for-
mation enthalpy. Several semi-empirical methods have been proposed
as a tool to predict single-phase formation, defined by parameters such
as atomic radii differences, electronegativity, valence electron con-
centration, and thermodynamic data [3,4]. In later studies,

thermodynamic modeling using material databases has been used to
predict the phase composition in these multicomponent systems at
equilibrium. The validity of this method was demonstrated in e.g. a
study by Saal et al. [5] where the modeling results for several HEA
systems agreed with earlier experiments. Controlling the single-phase
formation is a key factor for achieving alloys with specific combinations
of material properties. For example, the formation of a single-phase
HEA can be used to explore new alloy compositions with high corrosion
resistance, while avoiding the segregation that can lead to galvanic
corrosion between different grains. Another example is avoiding the
formation of intermetallics to preserve ductility.

Due to the high concentrations of many expensive metals, there is
an interest in depositing HEAs as thin films on low-cost substrates.
Magnetron sputtering has become the most widely used technique [6],
with benefits such as low deposition temperatures and a high tunability
of the film concentration. One of the main features of this technique is
the easy formation of non-equilibrium phases, due to the fast quenching
of sputtered atoms from gas to a solid phase. Some equilibration can
occur through surface diffusion during the deposition, the extent of
which can be controlled through several synthesis parameters. Because
film growth in sputtering occurs far from equilibrium, the question is
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raised of whether the principles for bulk HEAs hold for sputtered ma-
terials.

Equimolar CrMnFeCoNi (a.k.a. the Cantor alloy) is one of the most
well-studied HEAs. It is known for its excellent mechanical properties,
including high fracture resistance [8], and it exhibits passivation
against corrosion similar to stainless steel [9], making it an interesting
candidate for exploration. When synthesized from a melt CrMnFeCoNi
forms a single cubic close-packed (ccp) phase (most often referred to as
face centered cubic (fcc), its Bravais lattice). Recent CALPHAD simu-
lations [5,10–12], however, show that the single ccp phase is thermo-
dynamically stable only above 800 °C (see Fig. 1). At lower tempera-
tures, they predict a phase mixture of ccp, an ordered bcc phase (B2)
and the intermetallic σ-phase (P42mnm space group) (see Fig. 1). This
is experimentally supported by, among others, a study by Otto et al.
where the bulk alloy was annealed at 500 °C and 700 °C for 500 days,
leading to the precipitation of the predicted equilibrium phases, as well
as a MnNi-rich L10-phase (P4mmm space group) [7]. The σ-phase was
enriched in Cr and both a Cr-rich bcc and a FeCo-rich B2 phase were
reported. In the few studies on sputtered CrMnFeCoNi, both a phase
mixture [13,14] and a single-phase ccp structure [15–18] have been
reported in the as-deposited films. In the study by Li et al. they formed a
single-phase film that was then annealed at different temperatures. The
ccp phase decomposed to the equilibrium phases after only 1 h at
300 °C, and elemental segregation within the ccp phase was observed at
100 °C and above [16]. This phase transformation was exceptionally
fast, about 10,000 times faster than in the study by Otto et al., where
the samples were synthesized by arc-melting. This was explained by a
more rapid diffusion along grain boundaries in the nanocrystalline film
by Li et al., which was also supported by studies on deformed bulk
samples that had a grain size of 50 nm, comparable to that of magne-
tron sputtered thin films [19]. The effect that the nanocrystallinity has
on the phase evolution of the material is an important topic for in-
vestigation. It is also interesting to explore further differences between
sputter deposition and bulk techniques that may yield different phase
compositions and to explain the varying results reported for thin films.

In this study, we will investigate the phase evolution in magnetron
sputtered CrMnFeCoNi films from a compound target, by varying the
temperature and substrate bias. We will focus on the initial phase for-
mation in the alloy, aiming to gain further insight into the differences
between sputtering and bulk synthesis of HEAs. The structure and
morphology of the films will be investigated in detail, and their influ-
ence on the mechanical properties will be tested.

2. Methods

2.1. Synthesis

Thin films were deposited using unbalanced dc magnetron sput-
tering in a Qprop500i sputter system from Mantis Deposition Ltd., with
a base pressure below 3 · 10−9 Torr (4 · 10−7 Pa). A spark plasma
sintered CrMnFeCoNi compound target from Plansee SE was placed in a
sputter-down configuration at a substrate distance of 130 mm. The
target was pre-sputtered for 5 min to clean and equilibrate the target
surface, and a DC power of 150 W was used for all depositions. An Ar
pressure of 3 mtorr (0.4 Pa) and a gas flow rate of 30 sccm were used.
The substrate holder was rotated at 30 rpm during the depositions to
achieve a homogenous thickness. When heating was used, the substrate
was preheated for 30 min to avoid a temperature gradient, and allowed
to cool down in the vacuum after deposition.

Two parameters were varied; the substrate temperature and the
substrate bias, from room temperature (RT) to 600 °C and from floating
bias to −100 V, respectively. For the RT sample without active heating,
the substrate temperature varied between 20 and 60 °C, all other sub-
strate temperatures with active heating were controlled accurately. In
an earlier series, the target power varied from 150 up to 350 W, using
no heating and a floating bias. Since the power increase had no dis-
cernable effect on crystal structure or morphology, the samples were
excluded from this publication. The process conditions and sample
identifications for all the deposited films are summarized in Table 1.
Note that the films in the temperatures series all have a floating bias,
while all films in the bias series are deposited at room temperature
(RT). All films were deposited on Si substrates with a 1.5 μm thick
amorphous oxide grown by dry oxidation. The substrates were cleaned
in acetone and ethanol and then sputtered etched for 15 min with an RF
plasma at −150 V to remove any remaining contaminants from the
surface. The deposition time was 60 min and films of approximately
500 nm thickness were achieved; the deposition rate was thus 8 nm/
min.

2.2. Characterization

The morphology of the samples was studied using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Top-view images were recorded in a Zeiss 1530
instrument using the in-lens detector and a field emission gun (FEG)
operating at 8 kV acceleration voltage. The composition of the metallic
elements was measured using EDX in the same instrument, at 15 kV
acceleration voltage. The quantification was performed using the Aztec
software by averaging the measurements from 5 points over the film.
The bulk concentration of oxygen was measured using X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) sputter profiles. The instrument was a PHI
Quantera II 2000 scanning XPS microprobe with monochromatic Al Kα
radiation. The analysis area was 100 μm, and the samples were etched
using 500 eV Ar+ ions in several steps, after which the bulk average
was calculated from at least 3 steps. The sensitivity factor for oxygen
was determined using time of flight elastic recoil detection analysis

Fig. 1. Phase fraction versus temperature for CrMnFeCoNi calculated with the
CALPHAD method, reprinted with permission from reference [5]. The experi-
mental phases observed after prolonged annealing for 500 days in ref. [7] are
marked with hatched lines. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.

Table 1
Defining deposition parameter and composition of all films, measured by EDX.

Sample series Sample ID Metal concentration (at%)

Cr Mn Fe Co Ni

Substrate temperature RT 17.6 22.0 19.8 19.8 20.7
200 °C 17.5 22.2 19.8 19.8 20.8
300 °C 17.5 22.0 19.7 19.8 20.9
400 °C 17.6 21.9 19.8 19.9 20.9
500 °C 17.5 21.9 19.8 19.9 20.9
600 °C 18.2 21.1 19.9 19.8 21.1

Substrate bias −50 V 17.8 20.7 21.1 20.2 21.2
−100 V 18.0 18.6 20.7 20.9 21.9
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(ToF-ERDA) on a standard sample. The metallic elements were not
quantified with XPS due to several overlaps between the 2p regions and
the Auger-bands of the metallic elements, but the sum of their peak
areas were used to quantify the oxygen. The crystalline phases of the
films were studied using grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD) in
0.02° steps with 10 s/step, on a Siemens D5000 instrument with a Göbel
mirror and a parallel plate collimator with 0.4° divergence. Cross-sec-
tions for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of the films
were prepared with a focused ion beam and scanning electron micro-
scope (FIB-SEM, FEI Strata DB235). The samples were mounted on a Cu
lift out grid and thinned to electron transparency with a focused 30 kV
Ga ion beam followed by a polishing step using 5 kV Ga ions to reduce
the thickness of the surface damaged volume. The TEM analysis was
carried out at 200 kV acceleration voltage with a probe corrected FEI
Titan Themis equipped with the SuperX system for energy dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDX). Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pat-
terns and hollow cone dark field (HCDF) images were recorded in the
TEM mode. The SAED patterns were evaluated with the programs
CrystBox [20] and JEMS [21]. EDX maps were acquired in the scanning
TEM (STEM) mode and evaluated with the software ESPRIT 1.9 by
Bruker. The hardness and elastic modulus of the coatings were eval-
uated using a CSM instrument with a Berkovich diamond tip, calibrated
using Al2O3. Indents were performed with load control employing a
speed of 2.5 mN/min. To avoid any substrate effects, the maximum
depth was set to 50 nm, which is approximately 10% of the film's
thickness. The indentation hardness (H) and reduced Young's modulus
were calculated using the method proposed by Oliver and Pharr [22].

3. Results

The deposited films can be separated into two groups; the tem-
perature series with a floating bias and the bias series deposited at room
temperature (RT). The composition of the films is presented in Table 1.
The five metal elements have concentrations close to 20 at%. The
oxygen concentration in the films was 0.3 at% or less for all films de-
posited at 300 °C or lower. For 400 °C and 500 °C it was around 0.5 at%
and for the 600 °C film it was 1 at%. The oxygen increase can be cor-
related with the apparent increase in porosity of the films seen in Fig. 2
and is therefore likely to be caused by oxidation after exposure to air.

SEM top-view images of the deposited samples are displayed in
Fig. 2. In the temperature series, the column width at the surface in-
creases from around 10 nm in diameter to the order of several 100 nm
for 600 °C. The porosity of the films seems to greatly increase with
increasing temperature. The change with increasing bias is best visua-
lized in Fig. 1c), where the size distribution of columns as seen from the
top is presented for the RT sample (with floating bias) and −100 V
sample. The sample with floating bias shows a narrow size distribution
with a mean of 11 nm, while the −100 V sample has a more complex
morphology with two distinct sizes. The smaller have a diameter dis-
tributed around 14 nm and the larger features are mostly between
40 nm and 65 nm.

The grazing incidence diffractograms for all the samples are shown
in Fig. 3. Of the two parameters, the substrate temperature (Fig. 3a))
has the most profound effect on the phase composition. The samples
deposited at 400 to 600 °C have the same crystalline constitution; a
phase mixture of the ccp and σ-phases. With decreasing temperature,
the peaks get broader indicating smaller crystal volumes. At 400 °C, the
broadened peaks from the σ-phase can no longer be separated, and are
therefore marked out as σ multiples. For the film deposited at 300 °C,
this trend is broken as no σ-phase can be observed. The peaks are in-
stead attributed to a mixture of ccp and bcc phases. The diffractogram
from the film deposited at 200 °C has a single and broad feature with a
clear shoulder towards higher 2θ values. No phases can be assigned
from this diffractogram. Lastly, for the sample deposited at RT, three
peaks can be observed; a (111) peak from a textured ccp phase and two
broad features at 2θ ≈ 47° and 78°. From XRD alone, it is not possible

to unambiguously attribute the two broad peaks to a given phase. They
could originate from multiples peaks of the σ-phase, but can also be
assigned to a χ (chi) phase with broadened peaks. The χ-phase (I-43m)
is a complex intermetallic phase that is sometimes observed at low
temperatures in alloyed steels [23]. In the TEM study below, the peaks
are attributed to a χ-phase with more certainty.

The bias series structures in Fig. 3 displays a change in the ratio
between the intensities of the χ peaks and the ccp (111) peak. This
trend indicates that the phase composition changes to include more χ-
phase for a higher bias. The ccp (111) peak seems to be slightly broa-
dened, but this cannot be verified as there is a large overlap between
this peak and the χ-phase reflections.

To better characterize the phases in the films and to study the ele-
mental segregation, four samples were chosen for TEM analysis. The
film deposited at 500 °C was selected, since its larger grain size (see
Fig. 2) facilitated the phase identification. The 400 °C and the RT
samples were selected to study the effects of substrate temperature.
Finally, the −100 V sample was chosen to show how the substrate bias
affects the phase formation, by comparing it to the RT sample deposited
at a floating bias.

Fig. 4a) shows the experimental polycrystalline diffraction rings
obtained by SAED. All patterns were acquired using a SAED aperture
selecting a round area of approximately 570 nm in covering most of the
film. Fig. 4b) shows the integrated intensity, as extracted with the
program CrystBox [20], as well as the simulated intensity of ring pat-
terns of the ccp structure (Fm-3m), the χ-phase (I-43m) and the σ-phase
(P42/mnm) using JEMS [21]. The most intense reflections useful for
identification of each phase are marked with arrows in the diffracto-
gram. No texture in the diffraction rings is detected, leading to the
conclusion that the grains in the film are randomly oriented.

The integrated intensity of the 500 °C film shows, qualitatively, the
same result as the XRD analysis in Fig. 3; reflections of the ccp and the
σ-phase are identified. Additionally, reflections belonging to the MnNi-
rich L10-phase (P4mmm) are detected, which are not visible in the XRD
pattern (the peak positions have been omitted for clarity). Because of
the vast amount of reflections, no clear conclusion can be drawn about
the existence of the χ-phase at this temperature.

For the remaining films, the reflections in the XRD are too broad for
a clear identification of the phases in each film. However, the signal in
the integrated intensity plots extracted from electron diffraction
(Fig. 4b)) is sufficient. The 400 °C sample still clearly shows the σ-
phase. The presence of a χ-phase is not unambiguous; an intensity
suggesting the presence of this phase is marked out in the plot. The two
films deposited at room temperature, RT and −100 V, are composed of
ccp and χ-phase. It is not clear if the σ-phase is also formed in these
samples, but the pronounced shoulder around g = 5 nm−1 suggests
some amount of that phase for the −100 V sample. Additionally, an
intensity of unknown origin is detected, as marked in the plot.

To distinguish the phases by their elemental constitution, STEM-
EDX mapping was applied. The STEM bright field (BF) image and the
EDX maps of the 500 °C film are shown in Fig. 5a) and d), respectively.
Fig. 5b) shows the combined maps for Cr, Mn, and Ni, to visualize the
four different compositions found in the sample. A plot showing the
atomic concentrations of the grains as marked in Fig. 5b) is given in
Fig. 5c). The grain marked number 2 has been verified with electron
diffraction to be σ-phase. Since grains 1–4 have nearly the same com-
position, they are all assigned to σ-phase. Areas 5–7 are all Ni-rich and
grain 5 was verified to have a ccp structure. Area 8 is almost pure MnNi
and therefore has been assigned to the MnNi-rich L10-phase. Area 9
appears to be a Mn-rich oxide at the film surface.

An analysis of the −100 V sample using TEM, STEM and conical
dark field is presented in Fig. 6. From the TEM bright field, two distinct
types of grains are seen; columnar grains with a width in the 10 nm
range, and non-columnar grains spanning in size from 30 nm to several
100 nm. This somewhat agrees with the complex size distribution found
from the SEM top view of this sample (Fig. 2). To visually distinguish
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the ccp phase, conical dark field analysis was used. Dark field imaging
is a method in which a diffracted beam is selected with the objective
aperture in the TEM, so that only the structure causing the selected
reflection will appear excited in the micrograph. For conical dark field

imaging, on the other hand, the electron beam is precessed during the
dark field imaging, so that the excited region in the micrograph cor-
responds to a whole diffraction ring.

The conical dark field analysis of the −100 V film is depicted in

Fig. 2. Top-view SEM micrographs of the deposited samples for a) the samples deposited with increasing substrate temperature (with constant floating bias) and b)
the samples deposited with increasing substrate bias (at room temperature). c) Distribution of column sizes, as seen from the top, in the RT and −100 V samples.

Fig. 3. Results from GI-XRD measurements with the assigned phases marked out. The broad features indicated as χ-phase are assigned with more certainty in the
TEM study below. a) the samples deposited with increasing substrate temperature (with constant floating bias) b) the samples deposited with increasing substrate
bias (at room temperature). Note that the samples marked RT and Floating bias are the same. A narrower 2θ range for samples 200 °C and 300 °C is shown in c) and d)
respectively, to better visualize the peak shapes.
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Fig. 6a). The plot with the diffraction intensity shows the position and
width of the objective aperture in reciprocal space, visualized by the
boxes labeled DF1 and DF2. For the DF1 micrograph (top right), the
020ccp-reflection is included for imaging. Meanwhile, for DF2 (bottom
right), the objective aperture has been positioned just between the
020ccp and the 220ccp reflection, where the diffraction intensity of the
ccp phase is zero. In other words, in the DF1 micrograph, the ccp
structure is contributing and in DF2, it is not. The combined dark field
image (bottom middle) shows the identified ccp phase in a blue color
code. The green color code shows the fraction of the film that is not ccp
and which we assigned to be mostly to the χ-phase. It should be noted
that the region for analysis was chosen to include a large ccp grain, so
the area of the ccp phase may not be representative of the phase
composition of this sample. The large ccp grain has additionally been
verified to be ccp by spot electron diffraction patterns. The STEM-EDX
map of a region containing the same large ccp grain is shown in
Fig. 6b). From the EDX analysis, we can see absolutely no compositional
variation between the ccp grain and the χ-phase.

STEM-EDX analysis of the RT film with floating bias is presented in
Fig. 7. The STEM bright field overview in a) indicates a columnar
growth of the film with a column size of around 10 nm, confirming the
size of the grains seen in the SEM top-view (Fig. 2). The STEM-EDX map
of higher magnification in b) shows that Mn is somewhat enriched in
the column boundaries. The Mn content in the column boundaries is
about 28–30 at% compared to an average concentration of 22 at% Mn
in the film (see Table 1). This accumulation of Mn is not correlated with
enrichment in Ni and, in contrast to the 500 °C sample, no MnNi-phase
is formed. While the film deposited at -100 V also shows columnar
growth, a segregation of Mn to the column boundaries could not be
verified in this sample (not shown).

Finally, nanoindentation was used to investigate the mechanical
properties of the film. The rough and porous microstructure made it
impossible to obtain reproducible and trustworthy data from the high-
temperature films. The hardness values for the three films deposited
without heating at floating, −50 V and −100 V bias, however, were
determined to 12.2 GPa, 10.7 GPa, and 7.8 GPa, respectively. The

Fig. 4. Results from selected area electron diffraction of four samples; the RT, 400 °C and 500 °C samples from the temperature series and −100 V sample from the
bias series. a) Diffraction ring patterns b) the integrated intensities from the patterns in a), including the simulated intensities for three of the considered structures;
ccp, χ-phase, and σ-phase.

Fig. 5. Results from STEM and EDX mapping of the 500 °C sample. a) Bright field STEM image b) combined EDX maps of Cr, Mn, and Ni, c) concentrations of the
different grains as shown in b), d) EDX maps of each metallic element.
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reduced elastic modulus was about 180 GPa for all films.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to yield a better understanding of the phase evo-
lution of the CrMnFeCoNi alloy during sputter deposition.
Thermodynamic calculations using the CALPHAD method have shown
that the entropy stabilized material, i.e. the solid solution with ccp
structure, is only stable at high temperatures. This agrees with the
hypothesis regarding the formation of high entropy alloys, as the

entropy of mixing has a larger contribution to the Gibbs energy of
formation at higher temperatures [3]. At lower temperatures, a mixture
of phases including σ, an ordered bcc phase (B2) and a ccp phase is
thermodynamically stable. Our results are partly, but not completely, in
agreement with the CALPHAD results. Due to the small grain size and
the number of different phases, there were limitations to the phase
identification. Nevertheless, from XRD and TEM-SAED combined, we
clearly show that none of the depositions yielded a single phase with
ccp structure. Instead, we observed a complex interplay of at least four
different phases. At higher substrate temperatures, the films formed

Fig. 6. TEM analysis on the −100 V sample. a) Results from a conical dark field. On the left: simulated patterns for ccp and χ-phase, with two different positions of
the objective apertures in reciprocal space; DF1 (mostly ccp) and DF2 (not ccp). Top middle: BF image of a region of the sample with the blue and white dotted line
marking out a large ccp grain. To the right: The DF images using the two different aperture positions. The lower middle image shows the combined intensity of DF1
(blue) and DF2 (green). The blue region is thus the ccp phase and the green consists of other structures. b) STEM image and EDX map of the same region. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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varying amounts of ccp, σ, and a MnNi-rich phase. They have all been
reported in annealing studies on the material [7,16,19]. Furthermore,
the TEM, SEM and EDX-mapping showed that the higher temperatures
caused grain growth and elemental segregation. The identified

compositions (Fig. 5) point to a progression towards the compositions
reported in the annealing studies [7,16]. However, the segregation in
the σ-phase is considerably less in this case. For example, the σ-phase
found at 350 °C by Li et al. consisted of around 50 at% Cr, while the one

Fig. 7. TEM results for the RT sample a) the STEM bright field image and b) the EDX-map at higher magnification.

Fig. 8. Simplified schematic illustration of the phase
formation in CrMnFeCoNi as bulk and thin films and
evolution during an anneal at intermediate tem-
peratures. For the bulk (left path), a single ccp phase
is formed upon solidification, and is kinetically sta-
bilized as the precipitation barrier of σ and bcc are
slow. When sputtering at high temperatures (middle
path), the equilibrium phases are formed through
diffusion, which is possible both on the surface and in
the grain boundaries. At lower temperatures (right
path), the diffusion is limited, and the phases are
determined by kinetic factors. Upon annealing, both
bulk and thin films form the equilibrium phases,
through diffusion in the grain boundaries. This pro-
cess is faster in the films, as the grains are smaller.
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observed here is only 30 at% Cr. At room temperature, the films con-
sisted of ccp and a phase identified as χ (chi) phase. The latter phase
has not been predicted by CALPHAD calculations but is frequently
observed in highly alloyed steels [23,24]. The films deposited at RT
were nearly homogenous in chemical composition down to a nm-scale,
with only minor Mn segregation at the column boundaries for the
sample deposited with floating bias. The relative amount of χ-phase
increased with the substrate bias. At −100 V bias, large ccp grains were
clearly discernable, but there was no evidence of elemental segregation
between the ccp and χ-phases. The hardness of the films decreased with
the increasing bias, which can be related to a larger grain size, or the
more homogenous composition.

Comparing our results to bulk studies, it is obvious that the phase
composition in our films is different from the single-phase solid solution
usually observed during e.g. casting. We attribute this to a difference in
the growth mechanisms in magnetron sputtering compared to synthesis
from the melt. Compared to other studies on magnetron sputtering of
CrMnFeCoNi, we see a few differences in the method and the results.
Firstly, none of the previous studies used substrate heating [13–18],
and secondly, they did not observe the predicted equilibrium phases bcc
and σ-phase. Neither was the χ-phase reported. However, for a similar
composition, the quaternary CoCrFeMn alloy, Marshal et al. obtained
single-phase films with a structure they identified as α-Mn [25] when
sputtering at room temperature. From a structural point of view, the χ-
phase can be considered an ordered α-Mn phase [26]. A better as-
signment of these peaks is the χ-phase rather than α-Mn, as this is a
commonly observed phase for steel and similar materials, and does not
require the presence of Mn to form. Consequently, our results at RT on
the CrMnFeCoNi films are very similar to the results obtained in ref.
[25].

The different phase formation mechanisms of sputter-deposited and
cast CrMnFeCoNi, and the effect of substrate heating during deposition,
are shown in the schematic illustration in Fig. 8. When CrMnFeCoNi
solidifies from a melt, a single ccp phase is first formed (Fig. 8, left
path), usually with grains in the μm-mm scale. This phase is thermo-
dynamically stable at temperatures above 800 °C according to Fig. 1. As
the material is cooled below this temperature, the formation of other
phases is now favorable, but this requires a substantial solid-state dif-
fusion. With a high enough cooling rate, the precipitation will be ki-
netically hindered due to a limited diffusion and the initially formed
ccp phase will remain. Laplanche et al. [27] have recently studied the
formation of precipitates from the ccp phase and determined a TTT
diagram showing that σ-phase formation requires a cooling rate lower
than 2 · 10−2 K/s. When casting or arc-melting samples, much higher
cooling rates are obtained, which explains why only a solid solution ccp
phase is reported in the literature. During prolonged annealing, how-
ever, the equilibrium phases can form, mostly at grain boundaries and
grain junctions where the diffusion rate is higher than in the bulk of the
grains [27]. Due to this grain boundary effect, we should expect faster
precipitation kinetics with a reduced grain size. Evidence for this has
been observed in refs. [19, 28] where grain sizes of 10–50 nm were
achieved in bulk samples by deformation. It should be noted that the
solidification process described above is only valid for congruent soli-
dification, i.e. when the first formed solid phase has the same compo-
sition as the melt. In some cases, alloys solidify with incongruent soli-
dification. The melt is then enriched in one or several elements during
the solidification process and a second phase may be formed with a
completely different composition and structure. A second phase can
also be formed during solidification from the melt if one or several
elements are strongly enriched in the melt during the solidification
process.

When, on the other hand, the material is synthesized from the gas
phase during sputtering, the atoms are immediately quenched to the
substrate temperature. For sputter deposition, it is unusual to deposit at
temperatures above 800 °C, so the synthesis will occur in the multi-
phase region. It follows that you would not necessarily expect to form a

single-phase material. We suggest two main paths for the phase for-
mation. If the substrate temperature is high (Fig. 8, middle path), the
high energy input will allow for rapid diffusion of atoms on the surface
of the growing film and in grain boundaries. Thus, the equilibrium
phases can form during deposition. Our results show that the grain size
at 600 °C is a few hundred nm. These grains are substantially smaller
than in the alloys synthesized from the melt and will result in a much
higher total grain boundary diffusion rate. Consequently, a phase
mixture of the equilibrium phases can be formed already in the as-de-
posited films. At low substrate temperatures (Fig. 8, right path) the
mechanism is different. Although much smaller grains are formed
(10 nm), the diffusion rate at both the surface and in grain boundaries is
reduced significantly due to the lower energy input. A clear sign of this
is the homogenous composition in our room temperature depositions,
where the amount of elemental segregation was limited. The phase
selection will, therefore, be controlled by kinetics. This may result in a
single ccp phase (Case A), as was reported in some thin-film studies.
However, other metastable phases can also appear (Case B). In our
study and ref. 13 and 14, Case B seems to prevail, while the other
studies have favored Case A. In the kinetic growth regime, the phase
selection is more sensitive to small changes in the process conditions,
such as the plasma characteristics of the particular deposition chamber.
The phase formation will, therefore, be less predictable, which explains
the varying results reported in the literature. Upon annealing, both Case
A and Case B can form the thermodynamically stable phases. This will
happen faster and at a lower annealing temperature than the bulk
material, due to the smaller grain size.

In a HEA, the entropy stabilized phase competes with multiple
lower enthalpy phases. Following this, many HEA should exhibit the
same characteristic phase equilibriums as CrMnFeCoNi, where the
single solid solution phase is only stable at high temperatures. This is
supported by thermodynamic calculations in a number of different HEA
systems [29]. Therefore, the proposed phase formation mechanisms
should not only be true for CrMnFeCoNi but apply to other HEA sys-
tems. An example of a system displaying similar behavior is the HEA
HfNbTiVZr. CALPHAD calculations have shown that, as for the Cantor
alloy, the solid solution phase (bcc) is only stable above about 800 °C
[30]. At lower temperatures, a phase mixture including a Laves phase is
expected at equilibrium. Synthesis from the melt by casting or arc-
melting typically formes a solid solution bcc phase, while annealing at
600 °C leads to the formation of the equilibrium phases predicted by
thermodynamics [30]. In contrast, magnetron sputtering at room tem-
perature also gives a single-phase bcc HEA, corresponding to Case A
(Fig. 8). At a deposition temperature of 400 °C, however, a Laves phase
starts to form [31], corresponding to Case B.

Fig. 8 illustrates the differences in the phase formation of HEAs
synthesized by thin film growth from the vapor compared to solidifi-
cation from the melt. These differences are produced by the small grain
size, the lower process temperature, and the rapid surface diffusion
during synthesis, and they explain the varying results reported in the
literature for thin film and bulk studies. This has consequences for the
applications of magnetron sputtered HEAs. Firstly, it shows that a single
ccp phase should not be expected as a rule for this deposition method.
These principles may limit the process window and the number of HEA
alloys that can be synthesized by sputtering. Secondly, when a single
phase is formed (Fig. 8, right path, Case A) its thermal stability may be
very low with a high grain boundary diffusion as demonstrated by Li
et al. [16]. Inversely, it may be possible to achieve thermally stable
single-phase materials in sputtered films, even though there is no
single-phase HEA formed from the melt [32]. This may occur when the
melt solidifies incongruently or when no temperature window exists for
a single-phase HEA at equilibrium. The discussion above shows the
importance of thermodynamic modeling as a tool for understanding the
nature of the materials being formed, and to predict phase formation
and phase transformations in HEA systems.
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5. Conclusions

The equimolar CrMnFeCoNi alloy was deposited by magnetron
sputtering, to understand the phase formation mechanisms. A para-
meter space was explored by varying the temperature and the substrate
bias. From the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1) None of the films in the study formed a single-phase structure.
Instead, they showed varying amounts of ccp, bcc and σ-phase, the
thermodynamically stable phases, as well as a MnNi-rich phase and
a phase identified as χ (chi) phase. This contrasts with bulk synth-
esis, where the ccp single phase is formed, even at moderate cooling
rates.

2) The results confirm that the Cantor alloy is not a thermodynamically
stable HEA at lower temperatures. They also highlight the im-
portance of thermodynamic modeling, e,g, using a CALPHAD ap-
proach to predict and understand the phase formation during
magnetron sputtering.

3) The films were strongly influenced by the substrate temperature
and, to a lesser extent, the bias, changing the phase composition,
morphology, and elemental segregation. The hardness of the films
decreased with increasing bias, which was attributed to changes in
grain size, and possibly segregation of Mn at the column boundaries.

4) EDX-mapping in TEM of the high-temperature samples showed an
elemental segregation close to that of the equilibrium phases re-
ported for anneals, while the room temperature films were com-
pletely homogenous. This proves that the phase separation does not
necessarily require elemental segregation.

5) The phase formation mechanisms followed two different principles
at higher and lower temperatures. At higher temperatures, the
thermodynamic phases were formed, by fast diffusion at the surface
and in the grain boundaries. At lower temperatures, the phase for-
mation was highly affected by kinetics.

6) The phase formation for sputter deposition compared with bulk
synthesis was discussed. The difference in the grain size of the
synthesized materials, the process temperature, and the rapid sur-
face diffusion during sputter deposition, can explain the results in
this study and reported in the literature. The following principles
should be generally valid for HEA systems where the single-phase is
stable only at high temperatures. During solidification from the
melt, the single ccp phase is the first to form, and the bulk diffusion
is too slow to allow for a transformation into the equilibrium phases.
In magnetron sputtering, the synthesis happens below the stability
window of the single-phase HEA, and a more rapid diffusion is
possible. This means that the equilibrium phases can form during
deposition, and a single-phase should not be expected as a rule. A
meta-stable single-phase material can be kinetically stabilized at low
deposition temperatures but is likely to be thermally unstable due to
the enhanced diffusion.
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